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Abstract
In order to produce and develop hydrocarbon fields, understanding of the exact nature
of the reservoirs is necessary. Various criteria have been taken into consideration in the
zonation of reservoirs and reservoir intervals to separating net and non-pay intervals.
Separating the reservoir based on rock type concept can fix the geological disadvantages
of conventional zonation methods based on lithology or sedimentological facies. In this
study, five rock types have been achieved in carbonate-evaporates of Kangan and Dalan
formations from the standard Winland method with Winland’s coefficients. Modified
coefficients have been resulted in the determination of four rock types. Results have been
showed that determining the rock types based on standard Winland method produces a
huge error so that the pore sizes will be three times larger than the real values. Therefore,
rock typing with new presented coefficients increases the precision of the calculations
and better understanding of the reservoir nature. Integrating these data with thin section
studies shows that dolomitization and dissolution are two important diagenetic processes
that change reservoir properties in these determined rock types.
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Introduction

gas reservoirs. Dalan is divided into K4 and K3

Understanding of the exact nature of the

and Kangan into K2 and K1 reservoir zones from

reservoirs is crucial for hydrocarbon production

bottom to top, respectively. A total of 29 samples

and field development. Various criteria are taken

from these formations analyzed by MICP test.

into consideration in the zonation of reservoirs

Helium porosity and air permeability measured

and reservoir intervals to separating net and

from 500 samples using Boyle’s and Darcy’s

non-pay intervals. Analyzing the reservoir based

laws, respectively. A thin section prepared from

on rock type concept can fix the geological

a trim of each plug and studied by a polarizing

disadvantages of conventional zonation methods

microscope.

based on lithology or sedimentological facies
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. Each of these rock types and

Results and Discussion

their related calculating formula invented based

Facies studies under the microscope shows

on a dataset which vary from field to field. So,

that samples are changed from mud to grain

modifying the constants and coefficients is crucial

dominated carbonates as well as a few anhydrites.

for any reservoir study. This is more important in

The lowest part of K4 unit is composed of grain-

carbonate reservoirs with more heterogeneity.

dominated,

Winland (1972) introduced a relationship

facies. Grain-dominated facies are also dominant

between pore throat sizes in 35 percent

in upper part with limy lithology. The K3 unit

of mercury saturation in mercury injection

is a mud-dominated unit terminated with

capillary pressure tests (MICP) with porosity

Permian-Triassic boundary. The K2 and K1 units

and permeability of the samples. The method

have been mainly dolomitized. Both grain and

tested in various fields and formations, and its

mud-dominated facies are present in these

reliability proved. It is obvious that the porosity

two units. The main diagenetic processes are

and permeability coefficients as well as constant

dolomitization and dissolution, both enhanced

bias of the formula must be calculated for each

reservoir properties.

formation. In spite of this importance, little have

A total of 29 Winland equations formed with

been made for calculating these coefficients for

unknown

Iranian formations. This study calculates them

coefficients. The resulted coefficients are 0.38

in two of the main Iranian reservoirs, Kangan

for b (bias), 0.51 for permeability and 0.74 for

and Dalan formations in the central Persian Gulf

porosity. The resulted R35 from both methods

Basin.

plotted against the laboratory measured values.

anhydrite

porosity,

cemented

permeability

dolomitic

and

bias

The new equation is three times better than the

Methodology

standard Winland method. It should be noted
Dalan

that this is just because of the different studied

formations are composed of carbonates (calcite

cases. All 500 samples classified according to the

and dolomite) and evaporite series deposited in

new method. The limits are 0.1, 0.5, 2, 10 and

a ramp depositional environment [8, 9, 10, 11,

larger than 10 microns of pore throat size in 35

12, 13]. They are the main host of the Iranian

percent saturation. The rock type (RT) one has

The

Permian–Triassic

Kangan

and
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low porosity and permeability. It is composed of

porosity and permeability. Grain-dominated

mud-dominated or anhydrite cemented samples.

facies are dominant in RT3 and RT4. They have

The RT2 has moderate porosity and permeability.

high porosity and permeability. The main pore

The main facies are pack to grainstone. Presence

type is interparticle which is connected through

of micrite in most samples caused moderate

the samples.

Figure 1: Lithological column with facies, porosity and permeability in studied well
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Conclusions

Exhibition, San Antonio, Texas: Paper SPE 38679,

Results showed that determining the rock types

1997.

based on standard Winland method produces a
huge error so that the pore sizes will be three
times larger than the real values. Therefore,
rock typing with new presented coefficients
increases the precision of the calculations and
better understanding of the reservoir nature.
Integrating these data with thin section studies
shows that dolomitization and dissolution are
two important diagenetic processes that increase
reservoir properties in these determined rock
types. These coefficients should be determined
in all Iranian reservoirs and for various methods
of rock typing such as flow zone indicator, Lucia
or Pitman methods.
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